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ABSTRACT
Music offers an intriguing context to engage children in
electronics, programming and more. Over the last year we been
developing a hardware and software toolkit for music called
modular-muse. Here we describe the design and goals for these
tools and how they have been used in different settings to
introduce children to concepts of interaction design for music
and sound design. Two exploratory studies which used
modular-muse are described here with different approaches; a
two day build your own instrument workshop where
participants learned how to use both hardware and software
concurrently to control synthesized sounds and trigger
solenoids, and a middle school music classroom where the
focus was only on programming for sound synthesis using the
modular-muse Pd library. During the second study, a project
called Pd Poems, a teaching progression emerged we call
Build-Play-Share-Focus which is also described.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Music offers an intriguing context to engage children in electronics,
programming and more. Modular-muse is an interaction design
toolkit designed to enable novices to engage in Digital Music
Instrument (DMI) design. The toolkit enables children to get handson experience with electronic sensors, interaction design and sound
design. The toolkit consists of a modular hardware interface and
software library for Pure Data (Pd). Both components of modularmuse (hardware and software) aim to lower the barrier to entry to
building DMIs making it accessible and fun for children.
After reviewing related work the paper describes two studies using
modular-muse, first a two day workshop where children used the
modular-muse toolkit to map sensors to control audio parameters and
programmed algorithmic beats from Pd to trigger solenoids. Second
is a study based in a middle school music classroom where students
focused on programming sound design using the modular-muse
library for Pd. Through the experience of a project called Pd Poems
we developed a teaching progression we call Build-Play-ShareFocus.

2. RELATED WORK
Making and tinkering activities [5] have become integral to
after school programs and, increasingly, in the classroom to
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teach kids programming and electronics. It is easy to see why.
Imagining, designing and creating a technologically rich
artifact engages students in engineering design in meaningful
ways. Popular activities in these settings include robotics,
video-game design and art and crafts projects embedded with
sensors, motors and LEDs [11][7][8][10].
These projects are enabled by tools that scaffold the student
work, enabling them to do more than they could otherwise do.
For instance, Scratch, a popular children’s programming
language uses graphical blocks that snap into other only in legal
combinations. Scratch features a small set of music functions to
capitalize on children’s interest in music. Relatively few studies
have engaged children with hardware and programming
through building DMIs.
Using high level GUI abstractions to engage primary school
children in instrument design Trappe [12] identifies “musical
playfulness” as a key to success concluding, music controller
construction is a context that nurtures self-motivated creation,
exploration and play. Sawyer et al [13] describe a workshop in
which children use hardware sensors and a graphical
programming environment to create musical instruments. A
related study by Bukvic et al [3] describes the use of
"granularity" as a means to provide multiple points of entry,
and in enabling an adaptive tool (Pd-L2Ork, also used by
Sawyer) that can match the educational model and skill level of
the audience.
Blikstein and Sipitakiat found middle/high school and
undergrad students had trouble with differences between
analog, digital and PWM pins, the concept of pull-up resistors
and the architecture of solderless breadboards [1]. Hardware
abstractions have been a fruitful means of engaging children in
hardware design by removing the complexities. Examples
include the GoGo Board, PicoCricket and LilyPad [1][11][2].
Phidgets and the Grove System represent general purpose
interaction design toolkits that can be used for building DMIs
[4][9]. While these kits have an extensive offering of modules
there are some notable exclusions that I consider important for
tinkering with music including membrane sensors and a
solenoid drivers1. Music toolkits such as the I-CubeX2 and
Livid Instrument Builder3 are designed to create custom
musical controllers. These toolkits focus on input options but
their closed nature limit options to create a transition for
students to more flexible hardware platforms such as Arduino.

3. MODULAR-MUSE TOOLKIT
In order to create a toolkit for education that would enable a
transition to using Arduino and Pd, modular-muse4 is made to
be transparent and to promote hackability. The software library
is built with native Pd-Extended objects and can be opened to
explore how they were built or make changes. Similarly, the
hardware modules use exposed components inviting inspection.

1

Both kits offer motor drivers but require either I2C or a separate USB
connection complicating things for a novice
http://infusionsystems.com/
3
http://shop.lividinstruments.com/builder-diy/
4
Please see www.modular-muse.com for more on this project
2
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The software library includes help files for each object and
example patches.

3.1 Interface Board
The modular-muse hardware consists of an Arduino based
interface board that connects to the I/O modules (figure 1).
Modules are connected with 3.5mm stereo jacks that use the
three wires of a stereo patch cables to interface to the I/O
modules. The three wire cable delivers power, ground and a
signal wire for all input and output modules. While this wiring
scheme has limitations (e.g. no I2C support) the simplicity is
ideal for educational settings. The interface board connects
Arduino pins to the cable jacks (Figure 1).

Control Objects allow programmatic control of parameters for
automation and gestures. Control objects include envelopes,
low frequency oscillator (LFO), and a general purpose
sequencer that can be used to trigger events, set note values or
control any other number of parameters.

Figure 2: A simple synthesizer built

Figure 1: Interface board and with some I/O modules

3.2 Modules
A variety inputs have been created for the toolkit. Digital inputs
include buttons, switches and a motion sensor. A converter
module enables using standard ¼” switching pedals as digital
inputs to the system.
Analog input modules include rotary and slide potentiometers,
accelerometers, light sensors, membrane sensors, force
sensitive resistors and proximity sensors among others enabling
a range from the typical knobs and sliders to the more exotic
proximity and light sensors.
Output modules include LEDs and a solenoid driver board.
Using a MOSFET driver circuit the solenoid board enables a
simple interface for driving solenoids that work well as
percussive actuators.

3.3 Software Library
Using Pd-Extended our library of objects was created to
simplify interfacing to the hardware and to enable basic sound
design. All the objects utilize GUI elements in addition to
control inputs making it easy for novices to explore.

3.3.1 Interface Objects
The [mm] object scans and automatically connects to the
interface board. Interface objects simplify the process of
routing and mapping data. The example in Figure 2 shows an
[mm-analog] object with the creation arguments 0, 40 and 800.
These values are used to specify the input port number, and the
low and high values to map the analog input to respectively.
The [mm-digital] object uses a single creation argument to
specify the input pin. The GUI elements of the interface objects
provide immediate visual feedback on the status of the
hardware.

3.3.2 Sound and Control Objects
Audio Generation Objects are for sound synthesis. These
include basic waveform generation (see figure 2), FM and pulse
width modulation objects as well as a plucked string model.
These objects feature similar interfaces making them easy to
interchange.
Audio Effects Objects include reverb, delay, overdrive, tremolo
and a resonant low pass filter. The effects objects use similar
interfaces with a bypass switch and knobs to control parameters
with corresponding inlets that align with the GUI interface.

Because these objects are all built from standard objects
available in Pd-Extended they can be explored as examples to
understand programming approaches or easily modified to fit
different needs.

4. In the Hands of Children
In order to assess the efficacy of the toolkit as well as the
context of DMI design for education, modular-muse has been
used in preliminary studies in both informal (in a public
makerspace) and formal learning environments (as part of a
middle school music class).

4.1 Make Your Own Instrument Workshop
In August of 2014 modular-muse was used in a two day
workshop at the ideaLab, a makerspace for teens in the Denver
Public Library. The space provides free access to tools and
workshops for youth in an urban area. The lab is a space for
kids to get access to tools like a 3D printers and Arduinos and
to learn how to program and use digital design tools.
The workshop was held over two days for 2 hours each day.
We had five participants ages 10-13. None of the participants
had any previous electronics or programming experience. One
ideaLab employee (with music experience but no programming
or electronics experience) was on hand for help.
The workshop was structured with a focus on hands on
building. Topics were briefly introduced followed by hands on
exercises where I asked students to build along with me. Each
student had a laptop with modular-muse and Pd installed. The
hardware toolkit was handed out after the students gained some
familiarity working with Pd and some of the library elements.

4.1.1 Workshop Topics and Goals
The goals of this initial workshop were to get kids comfortable
with the workflow of working with the toolkit and key concepts
of Pd as well as providing an opportunity to assess and refine
the toolkit.
The workshop was set up to get students creating sound as
quickly as possible while enabling customization and
exploration. Using the modular-muse library everyone was
playing with sound synthesis and audio effects in minutes. The
similar interface of sound generation and effects objects made it
easy for participants to swap out different sound generators and
effects during their explorations.

4.1.2 Introducing Hardware
After getting comfortable with some basics of creating and
controlling sound using the modular-muse objects we
introduced the hardware. Each participant was given an
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interface board, patch cables and a series of inputs and output
modules.
Verplank’s concept of buttons and handles [14] was used to
introduce interaction design concepts and to explain the
difference between digital and analog inputs. Focusing on
common NIME challenges of expressiveness and mapping [6].

made water”. Groups were asked to present the techniques they used
and ask questions (Share).
This exploration is seen as extremely valuable time for the students to
get comfortable with the tools and learning some of the possibilities.
It allowed them to explore the boundaries they found interesting
while the sharing session allowed them to learn from each other
different techniques they hadn’t considered or settings they didn’t
have time to explore.

4.2.1 Pd Poems

Figure 3 – (left) Exploring sensors at the ideaLab;
(right) Julio with an early iteration of his “air guitar”

4.1.3 Workshop Results
Participants were all successful in constructing a variety of
interfaces. The following vignette illuminates the type of
engagement and use of the toolkit common in the workshop:
Julio, a twelve year old was riffing happily on an interface
he had just built. He was adding effects and exploring
different means of controlling them, using a knob to control
pitch and a distance sensor to control a tremolo effect. He
liked the tremolo interaction but identified a limitation of
the knob as a pitch controller, noting that he couldn’t
control both pitch and tremolo at the same time, as his
other hand was occupied with a button to trigger the sound.
His novel solution was to swap out the knob for a ribbon
sensor that detects the position of a touch along a narrow
ribbon, which he could operate with the same hand as the
button. He dubbed his instrument an “air guitar” because
the linear touch sensor interaction reminded him of sliding
a finger on a string and the distance sensor let him control
the sound by waving his hand in the air.
This exemplifies the potential of using DMIs to engage children
in a rich set of interdisciplinary activities. The behavior of the
different sensors was only briefly introduced yet through
exploration Julio (figure 3) taught himself how they felt for
different controls. He’s also exploring the ergonomics of the
interaction, looking for ways that will allow him to control and
perform with multiple parameters.

4.2 Manhattan Middle School - Music Focus
Designing DMIs involves both developing an interface and mapping
the interface to control different sound parameters. There is a lot for a
novice to think about. In the middle school class, as a way to break
the task down we decided to initially focus only on the sound design
for a project before introducing any hardware. This allowed us to
focus on the teaching process and led to the development our
learning progression, Build-Play-Share-Focus, highlighted below.
The class, Music Focus, is an elective and all the students are also
enrolled in either band, orchestra or choir. The class has 19 seventh
and eighth grade students. Prior to the introduction of Pd and the
modular-muse library they had discussed the concept of timbre, some
basic music theory and “rules of melody”, which they were using to
compose their own pieces.
With the students in groups of 3 or 4 we built some basic patches
together (Build), starting with the sound generation and the effects
objects. After explaining how to use some control objects and
showing them how to find the help files, the groups were given free
reign to explore (Play). The results were chaotic and charming as the
kids tried different things out and explored the boundaries. At the end
of the class period the groups reported out on their results. They
described their sounds: “psycho-ambulance”, “electric-turtle”, “we

In the following class session we wanted to give them a task to
ground their sound explorations (Focus). This is what came to be
known as Pd Poems. Each group was given a poem and asked to
design at least three sounds to accompany a reading of the poem. The
poems chosen were rich with language relating to sound, describing
rain, steam engines and rocks falling. When working towards a
specific sound goal the students worked in a much different manner.
They were recalling techniques they had explored when in “freeplay” and applying them to the new task. There was a different
energy in the room as teams focused and tried to analyze what
changes they should make to create their sound effects. In two
classes of work the students became comfortable with the basic
workflow in Pd using the modular-muse library while designing
sounds to accompany the poems. The success of this activity resulted
in the students sharing them at the school’s Winter Arts Festival.

4.2.2 Pd Poems Results
Over the course of four class periods the students formed new
groups and chose new poems and programmed new sounds. At
this point I noticed several students had trouble with the use of
the envelope objects, wanting to send audio signals through
them rather than multiply them by other signals. The groups
used a variety of creative approaches to design their sounds
occasionally using objects well outside of the original intention.
For example, one group simulated the sound of rain drops by
using the sequencer, which outputs control numbers to directly
drive the audio output, resulting in a series of impulses,
creating opportunities to discuss new concepts. Seeing a need
for more expressive control a new object that captures gestures
by drawing shapes in an array was introduced which quickly
became popular and was used by all but one of the groups.
At the performance one group made use of key strokes to
trigger sound gestures, this led to other groups wanting to know
how to use this “trick”. Exemplifying the benefits of sharing
and teaching each other. The loosely structured assignment and
performance for family and peers parallels the motivated
learning by exhibitions rather than competitions as discussed by
Rusk et al [11] in their robotics workshops.

5. DISCUSSION
In both the workshop and in the music class, children were able
to quickly grasp the workflow of building patches using the
modular-muse library in Pd to create a variety of sounds. By
contrast, during a Pd and Arduino class taught at Sparkfun
Electronics, much more overhead time is spent on both learning
Pd’s idioms and on building circuits before the fun begins.
While additional research is needed, in these preliminary
studies modular-muse has lowered the barrier to entry and
provided breadth to keep young students engaged.
During the ideaLAB workshop hardware was introduced as
early as possible. For the four hour workshop this gave
participants access to easily constructed, expressive interfaces
as they explored sound programming.
In the middle school music classroom students built capacity
for sound design refining their intuition about synthesis and
effects parameters.
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The experience with Pd Poems has led to the development of a
high level teaching framework which will be used to develop
future workshops and learning materials. The progression,
Build-Play-Share-Focus, describes a four step approach to
teaching (figure 4). First a new topic, idea or technique is
introduced by demonstration and building together. Next
students are given time to play and explore the idea. After
sharing ideas a task is given to focus the explorations and refine
their approach as was done with the Pd Poems project.

refer to as Build-Play-Share-Focus which will be used for future
workshop development.
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